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TAP Release Notes 1.2.1.6 
 

This page details the bugs that were fixed in the 1.2.1.6 release. 
 
 
 
 

 

Resolved Issues 
The following items have been resolved in the TAP 1.2.1.6 release. Each issue is documented in the following format: 

• Issue: A brief description of the bug that was fixed. 
• Tracking Code: Internal tracking code for internal Mitratech folks to reference. 

• Salesforce Case Number: Curious if your bug was fixed? Copy your Salesforce case number and search for it on 
this page. 

 
Issue: The NDA Number was not displaying when in View mode, even though the value is populated.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1014 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0511-526532 
 
Issue: When user accessed a form from an email link, they never progressed past the loading screen and the form was 
never submitted. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1002 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0510-526494 
 
Issue: 500 Internal Server Error occurred when special characters (apostrophe, ampersand, etc.) were used in the 
Review NDA message box. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-971 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0420-522187 
 
Issue: The dates found in the Updated and Completed columns were both updated when any changes (like adding a 
document to a completed workflow) were made. The Completed column should remain the same, while the Updated 
column should reflect the new date. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-909 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0410-520259 

 
Issue: Cycling between a normal pinned filter and a pinned filter that uses search functionality caused the filters to hang on 
the previous one rather than updating the columns and records with the correct filter.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-945 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0404-518926 
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Issue: Async connection to web service caused dashboards to display incorrect data. This issue occurred with pinned 
filters where the highlighted filter did not align with the data. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-530 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0207-505857 
Note to developers: This issue was incredibly complex. Please research the ticket listed above, as well as test cases, to 
get a full, detailed description of the issue and the solution. 
 
Issue: When form fields are added to notifications using HTML, they will show a string of code when a “0” is added to the 
field. However, adding text to the field works just fine. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1047 
Salesforce Case Number: 2018-1215-496132 
 
Issue: A failed TAP API sync caused an Unhandled Error to occur.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1064 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0509-526191 
 
Issue: External API calls failed when using Oauth tokens on workflow Save. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1606 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0429-523865 
 
Issue: Chinese characters displayed incorrectly when generated through the Document Builder.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-965 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0425-523244 

 
Issue: TAP workflow designer did not work while using Internet Explorer. While trying to build a form, clients experienced 
an error while attempting to add fields to a form and switching to the workflow designer.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-964 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0501-524449 
 
Issue: When using two signers on the TAP Sign feature within a PDF (not the Document Builder), only the first signer’s 
field will work correctly while the second signer received the document but their signature was not recorded on the PDF 
and did not show up in the audit trail.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1157 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0617-534445 

 
Issue: TAP Sign is not able to reject a document when the signer is a non-TAP user. User receives an error stating they 
do not have permission to modify this workflow. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1158 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0613-533742 
 
Issue: Stage level visibility permissions reverted back to default permissions, but they are supposed to overwrite default 
permissions. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1117 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0612-533310 
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Issue: API calls failed when a workflow with external API calls that used oAuth was Saved. The call failed when the 
workflow was created, saved, then re-saved. The fail did not happen on the first save. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1061 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0429-523865 
 

 
 

Known Issues 
The issues listed below are known limitations in TAP 1.2.1.6. Our development team is aware of the issue(s) and are working 
on finding a fix: 

• Known Issue: A brief description of the bug/issue. 
• Tracking Code: Internal tracking code for internal Mitratech folks to reference. 

• Salesforce Case Number: Curious if your bug was reported? Copy your Salesforce case number and search for it 
on this page. 

 
Issue: 500 Internal Error occurs when client tries to enter details and submit a purchase requisition.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1013 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0327-517090 
 
Issue: The Global Search bar fails to return results when entering values from the main fields, and it does not filter 
properly for Dynamic Fields.  
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1003 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0508-525781 
 
Issue: A file-parsing error occurs when configuring the Circle of Trust for TAP SSO. The error occurs when the client’s 
Identify Provider EntityID URL has an equal sign (=) in it. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1035 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0510-5263583 
 
Issue: TAP Sign is not able to reject a document when the signer is a non-TAP user. User receives an error stating they 
do not have permission to modify this workflow. 
Internal Tracking Code: TAPSUP-1158 
Salesforce Case Number: 2019-0613-533742 
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